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From the dreamy minds of Denver-based musicians Greg Laut and Jason Paton comes Little Trips’ second 
single “Midmorning Train to Amsterdam” out August 27th - a bedroom space pop ballad with a music video 
that introduces the band’s fictional mascot/frenemy, space man Larry Fury. As legend goes, after picking up 
the first Little Trips demo in space, Larry followed the signal to its source and busted his spacecraft in the 
process. Larry has appeared on the forthcoming LP Downhill to Paradise album cover, manages the band’s 
Twitter account, and appears in person at Little Trips’s shows, dancing and partying with Earthlings.

While the video focuses mainly on the misadventures of Larry and the duo, the lyrics were written about 
European travel, based on an overseas train ride on which Greg invented backstories for passengers. 

“Midmorning Train to Amsterdam is a character study of a wealthy socialite traveling throughout Europe.,” 
Greg explains. “The type of person who lives the life of luxury but also thinks of themselves as a 
revolutionary, flipping through Leon Trotksy books while lounging on nude beaches, slightly stoned.”

The duo’s strong sense of humor shows through the playful video that spoofs hanging with their mascot for a 
day, but their serious sonic abilities also show themselves. The song was co-produced and mixed by Drew 
Vandenberg (Faye Webster, Toro y Moi, of Montreal, Ra Ra Riot) and has a plushness that proves 
surprisingly danceable as well. This is the last single off of the forthcoming LP out in the fall of 2021. Little 
Trips will also be performing at the Underground Music Showcase in downtown Denver the weekend of 8/27. 
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